Mesospheric turbulence during PMWE-conducive conditions
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Abstract

Strong radar returns at VHF known as Polar Mesospheric Winter Echoes (PMWE) seem to occur during periods of intense ionisation of the mesosphere. Apart from a mechanism to produce such ionisation, viz. solar proton precipitation, other prerequisites have been proposed, such as neutral air turbulence. Here, we employ a medium frequency radar to examine whether the atmospheric state is conducive to the appearance of PMWE; echo power signatures (isolated lower mesospheric echoes – “ILME”) are indicators of the necessary ionisation at sufficient depth in the middle atmosphere, and also echo fading times give information on turbulence. We fail to find evidence for causal relationship between ILME and turbulence but suggest that on occasion turbulence may be enhanced related to proton precipitation. The results presented provide a basis for investigating whether turbulence is a prerequisite for PMWE.

1 Introduction

Polar Mesospheric Winter Echoes (PMWE) are phenomena observed in the mid-mesosphere by VHF radar (e.g. Kirkwood et al., 2002; Belova et al., 2005; Lübken et al., 2006; Zeller et al., 2006). It has been found that the echoes coincide with considerable ionisation, for example that arising from proton precipitation, and several other prerequisites have been proposed, including neutral turbulence (Brattli et al., 2006). Our aim in this study is to map the presence of enhancements in turbulent intensity by identifying when daily means at selected heights significantly exceeded monthly means for those heights. The observations are from near Tromsø in Northern Norway using the Tromsø medium frequency (MF) radar situated at 70° N, 19° E operating at 2.78 MHz and described in detail by Hall (2001).

Protons from the sun enter the Earth’s atmosphere in the polar regions, low latitudes being shielded by the geomagnetic field (Birch et al., 2005), ionisation resulting from this precipitation subsequently occurring primarily during daylight hours due to negative
ion chemistry (e.g. Hargreaves, 1993; Hargreaves and Birch, 2005) (there is a twilight effect not relevant here). At medium frequency, radars observe strong echoes associated with proton precipitation, these appearing as distinct daytime layers because the signal from higher up is totally absorbed in the ionised medium. The MF-radar isolated lower mesospheric echoes have been investigated by Hall et al. (2006) and we will refer to them as “ILME” for convenience. It should not be forgotten, though, that although apparently occurring simultaneously, the ILME and PMWE mechanisms are not the same: the former are only apparent layers, whereas the latter are presumably truly layered phenomena. Nevertheless, comparing reports of MF-radar isolated lower mesospheric echoes (ILME) with VHF radar PMWE suggests that whenever ILME are observed, we may anticipate PMWE also, although not at the same altitudes. Proton flux information for this study has been obtained from GOES spacecraft data courtesy of the U.S. Dept. of Commerce, NOAA, Space Environment Center and in particular we shall employ the daily >1 MeV particles cm\(^{-2}\)day\(^{-1}\)sr\(^{-1}\) values.

In addition, MF-radars are able to make estimates of the turbulent energy dissipation rate, \(\varepsilon\), which we shall denote by \(\varepsilon'\) (Hall et al., 1998). Such estimates are usually to be interpreted as “upper limits” since contributions to the energy dissipation from very short period gravity waves may also be present, however, \(\varepsilon'\) does exhibit the anticipated spatial and temporal behaviour of turbulent energy dissipation and we shall use it as an indicator of turbulent activity and not as an absolute parameter. Calculating \(\varepsilon'\) involves using a value of the Brunt-Väisälä frequency, again as described by Hall et al. (1998), however use of a time-varying height dependent model can result in apparent layering in the resulting \(\varepsilon'\). In order to avoid this, since layers of enhanced turbulence are exactly what we are trying to locate in this particular study, we have employed a height independent, but time-varying estimate based on height-averaged profiles derived from temperature measurements from a co-located meteor-radar (Hall et al., 2007). Since we ultimately use excursions of \(\varepsilon'\) relative to monthly means (specified forthwith) this simplification is justified and helps preclude misinterpretation of the results. We determine \(\varepsilon'\) at an altitude resolution of 3 km and a time resolution of 5 min
and then formulate the monthly and daily means at each altitude along with the respective standard deviations. We define turbulence at a given day and altitude to be significantly enhanced wherever the daily mean exceeds the sum of the corresponding monthly mean and one standard deviation. The excursion of the daily mean beyond the 1-sigma variability of the monthly value will be referred to as $\Delta \varepsilon'$.

For each day in 2003–2006 inclusive, we have (a) obtained the $>1$ MeV proton flux, (b) determined the numbers of ILME per day and (c) determined $\Delta \varepsilon'$ (the last two metrics wherever MF-radar data were available). In the next section we shall intercompare these three datasets using different forms of presentation.

## 2 Results

In Fig. 1 we show a typical isolated lower mesospheric echo observed by the Tromsø MF radar on 18 January 2005. Although a typical ILME, this date was chosen in particular because it coincides with a PMWE event observed by a nearby VHF radar (Lübken et al., 2006) and also in situ measurements of positive ion density fluctuations (Brattli et al., 2006). The echo is “isolated” because the radio wave above has been totally absorbed by the ionized medium. Other echoes – partial reflections from refractive index structuring as the radio wave propagates through the lower ionosphere – have been excluded as being “normal”. By using signals from all altitudes and times we are able to construct the altitude profile of $\varepsilon'$ as shown in Fig. 2. In Fig. 2, the monthly mean profile (i.e. for January 2005) and its associated standard deviation, the latter to be interpreted as the monthly variability, are shown by the black line and horizontal bars; the red line is the mean profile for 18 January, and the ochre region represents the variability; the numbers appearing to the right of the profiles give the numbers of 5-minute profiles comprising the daily average value at each height. We define a significant degree of turbulence to be wherever the mean profile for the day in question exceeds the monthly mean plus one standard deviation. We can see that this is the case for measurements at 73 and 76 km (marginal at 70 and 79 km). One should note
that the absolute values for estimates of turbulent energy dissipation rate using radar and in situ measurements should probably not be compared; nevertheless the radar method indicates larger upper limits for $\varepsilon$ than usual in the very same altitude region as Brattli et al. (2006) report turbulence parameterized by lower limits for $\varepsilon$. At least on 18 January 2005, there is a degree of qualitative agreement between our method of identifying enhanced turbulence and the more direct in situ method.

The information in Fig. 3 is, to some degree a repetition of that presented earlier by Hall et al. (2006), but only for the years 2003–2006 inclusive and with the 2006 results being new. In the panels of the figure each day of the year can be identified by a large colour-coded pixel and numbers written over these pixels indicate the number of hours of ILME during that day. “Black” days have no data. Essentially common to all days (with isolated, presumably spurious, exceptions) is that ILME are not observed unless the $>1$ MeV proton flux exceeds $10^6$ cm$^{-2}$ day$^{-1}$ sr$^{-1}$ and in the winter half of the year. Moreover, longer sequences of ILME are often associated with extended periods of larger fluxes (e.g. $>10^7$ cm$^{-2}$ day$^{-1}$ sr$^{-1}$). Although observed short-lived instances of ILME could be due to particularly energetic auroral precipitation, enhanced proton fluxes may, in general, be regarded as a necessary condition. Fig. 4 is a new representation of the information in Fig. 3 and including the $\Delta\varepsilon'$ results described earlier. Since we have no a priori reason to examine any specific altitude, we have determined the median of $\Delta\varepsilon'$ over the altitude interval 61–91 km. Several altitude intervals were tested along with means instead of medians and the results are not shown here: using medians excludes spuriously large values and the chosen altitude interval covers the preferred PMWE and PMSE heights and yields a substantial number of data points. For each of the years 2003–2006 inclusive (arranged top to bottom) there are 3 panels: (i) hours of ILME per day as a function of $>1$MeV proton flux vs., (ii) hours of ILME per day as a function of median $\Delta\varepsilon'$ from the height interval 61–91 km, and (iii) median $\Delta\varepsilon'$ as a function of $>1$ MeV proton flux (arranged left to right). The scatter plots are colour coded such that blues are winter days, reds are summer days, orange-yellow are early and late summer, and cyan-green are early and late winter. The first column
essentially shows the same information as in Fig. 3, i.e. that the threshold for there being ILME (short-lived echoes of <1 h of ILME per day are included along the bottom axis) is approximately $10^6 \text{cm}^{-2} \text{day}^{-1} \text{sr}^{-1}$ and fluxes of over $10^7 \text{cm}^{-2} \text{day}^{-1} \text{sr}^{-1}$ are generally required for ILME events of more than 2 h per day. Furthermore the absence of yellow/orange/red symbols for >1 h per day events demonstrates ILME to be a winter phenomenon. The second column simply illustrates a lack of correlation between enhanced turbulence and ILME: the majority of non-zero turbulence enhancements, at least as identified by the median of $\Delta \varepsilon'$ from the height interval 61–91 km are not associated with ILME and there is no evidence whatsoever for strong turbulence giving rise to long ILME sequences. The third column attempts to identify any relationship between enhanced proton flux and enhanced turbulence, but does not offer an unambiguous answer. Enhancements in turbulence are caused by a variety of mechanisms which results in a spread of points in the figure. We cannot exclude the possibility that proton precipitation may affect turbulence generation, for example by modification of the temperature structure and we shall address this forthwith.

3 Discussion

The formats of Figs. 3 and 4 have been chosen to provide visual qualitative assessments of any correlations between ILME, proton flux and turbulence. The relation or rather dependence of ILME on enhanced proton flux has already been established by Hall et al. (2006) and the presence of ILME (a medium frequency radar phenomenon) seems indicative of conditions conducive to PMWE observation by VHF radar. In the absence of any clear relation between turbulence and ILME, we have not deemed it necessary to attempt a quantitative correlation analysis between these parameters. At the same time it is not obvious that enhanced proton precipitation capable of penetrating into the lower mesosphere and conceivably modifying the temperature structure should not influence turbulence production. Given that enhanced proton fluxes can never be the sole causes of enhanced turbulence, we should expect the considerable
spread in points in the 3rd column of Fig. 4. Nevertheless, one might perceive a suggestion of a weak dependence of $\Delta \varepsilon'$ on proton flux, particularly in 2004 and 2006. Although this is material for a study in itself we can examine some known ILME/PMWE periods in more detail.

We have selected 8 months featuring enhanced proton fluxes from the 4 years of data portrayed in Fig. 3 and have plotted $\Delta \varepsilon'$ as a function of day and height (Fig. 5). Rather than make visually attractive contour plots, we have colour-coded day-wide 3 km high rectangles according to the actual $\Delta \varepsilon'$. From an examination of these selected periods combined with the proton flux information from Fig. 3, we note the following:

1. 2003 October and November. Proton fluxes were relatively large from 14 October until the end of November. Turbulence on 15 October corresponds to an isolated day with $\sim 10^7$ cm$^{-2}$ day$^{-1}$ sr$^{-1}$ proton flux, but the increased fluxes on 23 October did not result in increased turbulence. All days during the Halloween event at the end of October featured increased turbulence. All days in November featuring enhanced turbulence corresponded to large proton fluxes, but not vice versa.

2. 2004. In July proton fluxes were enhanced from 23 to the end of the month with corresponding turbulence enhancements on 26 and 28. In mid-September enhanced proton fluxes (inducing IMLE) failed to enhance turbulence. In November fluxes exceeded $10^7$ cm$^{-2}$ day$^{-1}$ sr$^{-1}$ between 7 and 13 (ILME on 8–12) and turbulence was correspondingly enhanced on 8–13.

3. 2005. In January proton fluxes exceeded $10^6$ cm$^{-2}$ day$^{-1}$ sr$^{-1}$ during the whole month and exceeded $10^7$ cm$^{-2}$ day$^{-1}$ sr$^{-1}$ on 16–22; isolated turbulence enhancements occurred on 4 and 8 and there was a more general enhancement in the period 17–20. In September proton fluxes exceeded $10^7$ cm$^{-2}$ day$^{-1}$ sr$^{-1}$ on 8–17 (ILME on several of these days) but turbulence was only enhanced on 11 and 12. No outstanding proton fluxes characterize 1 and 4 September when turbulence was also enhanced.
4. 2006. Proton fluxes were elevated during much of December, but particularly in the period 7–22; enhanced turbulence was seen on 6–13 (also when ionisation was sufficient for ILME).

Turbulent intensity (recall that it is identified here by instances where the estimated energy dissipation rate at a given height and day exceeds the corresponding monthly mean plus one standard deviation) may be temporarily and locally enhanced by a variety of mechanisms including wind shear, tropospheric forcing of gravity waves, changes in gravity wave filtering, convective instability etc. Enhancements in turbulence may therefore occur irrespective of high proton flux events. It is a difficult task to isolate enhancements which are in some way caused by proton precipitation but all the same, it is difficult to dismiss the simultaneity of large proton fluxes and significant $\Delta \varepsilon'$ as coincidental. Jackman et al. (2007) have reported how a solar proton event, specifically October-November 2003, can cause ozone depletion and thus a cooling of the upper stratosphere and lower mesosphere and at the same time Joule heating of the upper mesosphere. These effects were predicted to be most pronounced in the summer hemisphere (lower mesosphere cooling by up to 2.5K and upper mesosphere heating by up to 4K), but that the winter hemisphere sunlit atmosphere is not affected cannot be precluded. Detailed modelling will be required to investigate how the temperature structure changes caused by stratospheric cooling and upper mesospheric heating will affect gravity wave (GW) propagation into the mesosphere and stability. Qualitatively though, an increase in the lapse rate in the lower/middle mesosphere would encourage convective instability while decreasing the lapse rate near the mesopause would encourage gravity wave saturation, and the whole scenario is compatible with an increase in turbulence.

We can thus both summarize the probable ILME mechanism and hypothesize a possible PMWE mechanism:

1. Solar proton events $\rightarrow$ deeper ionisation in polar regions during daylight $\rightarrow$ larger non-deviative absorption in winter $\rightarrow$ echoes at MF having the appearance of
layers: ILME

2. Solar proton events → destruction of ozone combined with Joule heating modifies temperature profile → increased GW saturation, convective instability and possibly GW flux → more turbulence → ionisation + turbulence give rise to echoes at VHF: PMWE

4 Conclusions

While there is a clear correlation between enhanced solar proton precipitation and ILME occurrence (and hence, presumably, PMWE), there is no evidence for correlation between turbulent intensity and ILME. We do, on the other hand, find evidence for enhanced turbulence generation associated with enhanced proton flux. Obviously, turbulence can be caused by a variety of atmospheric conditions, so finding enhanced turbulence when there is only normal proton flux is no surprise, and similarly large proton fluxes do not necessarily generate turbulence. Nevertheless large proton fluxes indeed appear to coincide with turbulent energy dissipation rates in excess of monthly averages. A full investigation of the mechanism for this is outside the scope of this study but meanwhile our results provide a basis for investigating whether turbulence is a prerequisite for PMWE.
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Fig. 1. Isolated lower mesospheric echoes – MF radar phenomena – on 18 January 2005.
Fig. 2. Estimates of turbulent energy dissipation rate, denoted by $\varepsilon'$ for 18 January 2005. The black line with associated variability bars shows the January 2005 mean and standard deviation; the red line and ochre shaded region show the mean profile for 18 January and its standard deviation respectively; the numbers to the right of the profiles indicate the numbers of 5-min samples at each height comprising the mean profile for 18 January. Turbulence is deemed to be significantly enhanced over the monthly mean wherever the day-average (red) profile is greater than the monthly mean plus one standard deviation (black lines).
Fig. 3. Yearly tables of month versus day for Tromsø the period 2003–2006 inclusive. For days when ILME were detected (according to the criteria of Hall et al., 2006) the total number of hours are indicated. The background colours indicate >1 MeV proton fluxes. Black indicates whenever the Tromsø MF radar experienced operation problems of some kind.
Fig. 4. Scatter plots for the period 2003–2006 (top to bottom) inclusive. Leftmost column: hours of ILME per day as a function of >1 MeV proton flux vs.; centre column: hours of ILME per day as a function of median $\Delta \varepsilon'$ from the height interval 61–91 km; rightmost column: median $\Delta \varepsilon'$ as a function of >1 MeV proton flux (arranged left to right). The scatter plots are colour coded such that blues are winter days, reds are summer days, orange-yellow are early and late summer, and cyan-green are early and late winter.
Fig. 5. The metric $\Delta \varepsilon'$ as a function of height and day for selected months during which notable solar proton events occurred.